
 

Seventh Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the 
ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
1. Incorporate language, tools, and techniques appropriate for task and audience during formal presentations. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 

groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 7 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. (CCSS: 
SL.7.1) 
i. Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material 

under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence 
on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under 
discussion. (CCSS: SL.7.1a) 

ii. Follow rules for collegial discussions, track progress toward specific 
goals and deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. (CCSS: 
SL.7.1b) 

iii. Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others’ questions 
and comments with relevant observations and ideas that bring the 
discussion back on topic as needed. (CCSS: SL.7.1c) 

iv. Acknowledge new information expressed by others and, when 
warranted, modify their own views. (CCSS: SL.7.1d) 

b. Analyze the main ideas and supporting details presented in diverse media 
and formats (for example: visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain how 
the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue under study. (CCSS: SL.7.2) 

c. Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, evaluating the 
soundness of the reasoning and the relevance and sufficiency of the 
evidence. (CCSS: SL.7.3) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Follow a process identified by others to help generate ideas, negotiate roles 

and responsibilities, and respect consensus in decision making. 
(Civic/Interpersonal Skills, Collaboration/Teamwork) 

2. Establish goals for communication and plan out steps accordingly. 
(Civic/Interpersonal Skills, Communication) 

3. Demonstrate task management attributes associated with producing high 
quality products including the abilities to: work positively and ethically, 
manage time and projects effectively, multi-task, and clearly communicate 
with others. (Professional Skills, Task/Time Management) 

Essential Questions: 
1. What makes an effective discussion? 
2. What strategies do effective communicators use to involve other people in 

a discussion? 
3. How do we share responsibility in discussions? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Prioritize tasks based on intended outcomes of collaboration. 
2. Evaluate the merit (which is better/more important/more logical/more 

appropriate) of ideas or solutions. 
3. Defend opinions with sound reasoning. 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
2. Prepare for formal presentations and use appropriate delivery techniques. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, 

coherent manner with pertinent descriptions, facts, details, and examples; 
use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation. 
(CCSS: SL.7.4) 

b. Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to 
clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points. (CCSS: SL.7.5) 

c. Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of 
formal English when indicated or appropriate. (CCSS: SL.7.6) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Establish goals for communication and plan out steps accordingly. 

(Civic/Interpersonal Skills, Communication) 
2. Demonstrate task management attributes associated with producing high 

quality products including the abilities to: work positively and ethically, 
manage time and projects effectively, multi-task, and clearly communicate 
with others. (Professional Skills, Task/Time Management) 

3. Demonstrate confidence in sharing ideas/feelings. (Professional Skills, Self-
Advocacy) 

Essential Questions: 
1. How does the lack of a component (introduction, main idea, supporting 

details, and conclusion) change the impact of a presentation? 
2. How do the ideas included in a presentation clarify the topic, text, or idea? 
3. What different media or formats are appropriate for a presentation? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Analyze an audience’s background knowledge, interests, and goals. 
2. Select supporting details/anecdotes/facts for credibility and impact. 
3. Polish presentation for clarity of content and effect, and grammatically 

correct use of language, spelling, and mechanics. 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
1. Analyze the connections between interrelated literary elements to understand literary texts. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Use Key Ideas and Details to: 

i. Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. (CCSS: 
RL.7.1) 

ii. Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development 
over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 
(CCSS: RL.7.2) 

iii. Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (for 
example: how setting shapes the characters or plot). (CCSS: RL.7.3) 

b. Use Craft and Structure to: 
i. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 

including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of 
rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (for example: alliteration) on a 
specific verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama. (CCSS: 
RL.7.4) 

ii. Analyze how a drama’s or poem’s form or structure (for example: 
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning. (CCSS: RL.7.5) 

iii. Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of 
different characters or narrators in a text. (CCSS: RL.7.6) 

c. Use Integration of Knowledge and Ideas to: 
i. Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its audio, 

filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing the effects of 
techniques unique to each medium (for example: lighting, sound, color, 
or camera focus and angles in a film). (CCSS: RL.7.7) 

ii. Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character 
and a historical account of the same period as a means of understanding 
how authors of fiction use or alter history. (CCSS: RL.7.9) 

d. Use Range of Reading and Complexity of Text to: 
i. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 

stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
(CCSS: RL.7.10) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Make connections between information gathered and personal experiences 

to apply and/or test solutions. (Entrepreneurial Skills, Critical 
Thinking/Problem Solving) 

2. Apply knowledge to set goals, make informed decisions and transfer to new 
contexts. (Personal Skills, Initiative/Self-Direction) 

3. Examine how individuals interpret messages differently, how values and 
points of view are included or excluded, and how media can influence 
beliefs and behaviors. (Professional Skills, Information Literacy) 

Essential Questions: 
1. How would changing the setting, character, plot, or point of view affect the 

outcome of a literary text? 
2. How do authors appeal to the reader’s emotions and beliefs? 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Explain or connect ideas using supporting evidence (quote, example, text 

references). 
2. Identify/make inferences about explicit or implicit central ideas. 
3. Use reasoning, planning, and evidence to support inferences. 

 



 

Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
2. Summarize and evaluate to show understanding of informational texts. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Use Key Ideas and Details to: 

i. Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. (CCSS: 
RI.7.1) 

ii. Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary 
of the text. (CCSS: RI.7.2) 

iii. Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in a text 
(for example: how ideas influence individuals or events, or how 
individuals influence ideas or events). (CCSS: RI.7.3) 

b. Use Craft and Structure to: 
i. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 

including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the 
impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone. (CCSS: RI.7.4) 

ii. Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including how 
the major sections contribute to the whole and to the development of 
the ideas. (CCSS: RI.7.5) 

iii. Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze 
how the author distinguishes his or her position from that of others. 
(CCSS: RI.7.6) 

c. Use Integration of Knowledge and Ideas to: 
i. Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version 

of the text, analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject (for 
example: how the delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words). 
(CCSS: RI.7.7) 

ii. Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient to support the claims. (CCSS: RI.7.8) 

iii. Analyze how two or more authors writing about the same topic shape 
their presentations of key information by emphasizing different 
evidence or advancing different interpretations of facts. (CCSS: RI.7.9) 

d. Use Range of Reading and Complexity of Text to: 
i. By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the 

grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed 
at the high end of the range. (CCSS: RI.7.10) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Make connections between information gathered and personal experiences 

to apply and/or test solutions. (Entrepreneurial Skills, Critical 
Thinking/Problem Solving) 

2. Plan and evaluate complex solutions to global challenges that are 
appropriate to their contexts using multiple disciplinary perspectives (such 
as cultural, historical, and scientific). (Civic/Interpersonal Skills, 
Global/Cultural Awareness) 

3. Examine how individuals interpret messages differently, how values and 
points of view are included or excluded, and how media can influence 
beliefs and behaviors. (Professional Skills, Information Literacy) 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Essential Questions: 
1. How does an author use language to convey his/her viewpoint? 
2. How can readers distinguish between facts and an author’s opinion? Why 

does this matter? 
3. How are multiple sources valuable when we are learning new information? 
4. How is nonfiction like fiction? 
5. How do we identify similarities and differences between two texts on the 

same topic? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Distinguish accurate from inaccurate information. 
2. Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, problems. 
3. Synthesize information within a source or text. 



 

Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and 
make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
3. Apply knowledge of word relationships, word structures, and sentence structures to determine the meaning of new words in increasingly 
complex texts. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words 

and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies. (CCSS: L.7.4) 
i. Use context (for example: the overall meaning of a sentence or 

paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the 
meaning of a word or phrase. (CCSS: L.7.4a) 

ii. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as 
clues to the meaning of a word (for example: belligerent, bellicose, 
rebel). (CCSS: L.7.4b) 

iii. Consult general and specialized reference materials (for example: 
dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or 
its part of speech. (CCSS: L.7.4c) 

iv. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or 
phrase (for example: by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a 
dictionary). (CCSS: L.7.4d) 

b. Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and 
nuances in word meanings. (CCCS: L.7.5) 
i. Interpret figures of speech (for example: literary, biblical, and 

mythological allusions) in context. (CCCS: L.7.5a) 
ii. Use the relationship between particular words (for example: 

synonym/antonym, analogy) to better understand each of the words. 
(CCCS: L.7.5b) 

iii. Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar 
denotations (definitions) (for example: refined, respectful, polite, 
diplomatic, condescending). (CCCS: L.7.5c) 

c. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and 
domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when 
considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression. 
(CCSS: L.7.6) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Apply knowledge to set goals, make informed decisions and transfer to new 

contexts. (Personal Skills, Initiative/Self-Direction) 
2. Examine how individuals interpret messages differently, how values and 

points of view are included or excluded, and how media can influence 
beliefs and behaviors. (Professional Skills, Information Literacy) 

3. Evaluate information through the use of technologies. (Professional Skills, 
Use Information and Communications Technology) 

Essential Questions: 
1. When a word has multiple meanings or pronunciations, how does a reader 

select the correct one? 
2. How do we learn new words? 
3. How do people adjust the words they use in different contexts? 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Recognize subtle context clues (for example: contrast or antonym clues, 

inference clues, punctuation clues) that help understand the meaning of 
words and/or phrases. 

2. Infer meanings by applying knowledge of Greek and Latin roots. 
3. Discern layers of meaning, both literal (denotation) and implied 

(connotation). 

 



 

Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
1. Write well-organized arguments using logical reasoning, relevant and credible evidence, acknowledgement of opposing claims, clear 
language, and formal style. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 

evidence. (CCSS: W.7.1) 
i. Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or opposing claims, and 

organize the reasons and evidence logically. (CCSS: W.7.1a) 
ii. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using 

accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the 
topic or text. (CCSS: W.7.1b) 

iii. Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the 
relationships among claim(s), reasons, and evidence. (CCSS: W.7.1c) 

iv. Establish and maintain a formal style. (CCSS: W.7.1d) 
v. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and 

supports the argument presented. (CCSS: W.7.1e) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Look for and value in different perspectives expressed by others. (Personal 

Skills, Adaptability/Flexibility) 
2. Examine how individuals interpret messages differently, how values and 

points of view are included or excluded, and how media can influence 
beliefs and behaviors. (Professional Skills, Information Literacy) 

3. Demonstrate confidence in sharing ideas/feelings. (Professional Skills, Self-
Advocacy) 

Essential Questions: 
1. What part does word choice play in writing? 
2. How do we use evidence to support our claims? 
3. How do we use counterclaims to support our arguments? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Understand that personal experiences affect how a reader understands and 

interprets a text. 
2. Use multiple perspectives and points of view to expand others’ thinking. 
3. Classify the similarities and differences in points of view. 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
2. Write well-developed informative/explanatory texts using logical organizational strategies, relevant supporting information, domain-
specific vocabulary, and formal style. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 

concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis 
of relevant content. (CCSS: W.7.2) 
i. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, 

concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, 
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include 
formatting (for example: headings), graphics (for example: charts, 
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. (CCSS: 
W.7.2a) 

ii. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples. (CCSS: W.7.2b) 

iii. Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the 
relationships among ideas and concepts. (CCSS: W.7.2c) 

iv. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or 
explain the topic. (CCSS: W.7.2d) 

v. Establish and maintain a formal style. (CCSS: W.7.2e) 
vi. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and 

supports the information or explanation presented. (CCSS: W.7.2f) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Make connections between information gathered and personal experiences 

to apply and/or test solutions. (Entrepreneurial Skills, Critical 
Thinking/Problem Solving) 

2. Test hypotheses/prototype with planned process for getting feedback. 
(Entrepreneurial Skills, Inquiry/Analysis) 

3. Evaluate information through the use of technologies. (Professional Skills, 
Use Information and Communications Technologies) 

Essential Questions: 
1. How do we use evidence to enhance our readers’ understanding? 
2. How do different references enhance readers’ thinking about writing? 
3. What should writers tell and what should they describe to make 

information clear? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Synthesize information from multiple sources using logical organization, 

effective supporting evidence, and variety in sentence structure. 
2. Ask critical questions to improve thinking. 
3. Determine the most effective means of delivery of information. 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
3. Write engaging real or imagined narratives effectively using techniques such as relevant description, sensory language, dialogue, and 
logical pacing to capture the action and detail experiences and events. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 

effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event 
sequences. (CCSS: W.7.3) 
i. Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and point of view 

and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event 
sequence that unfolds naturally and logically. (CCSS: W.7.3a) 

ii. Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and description, to 
develop experiences, events, and/or characters. (CCSS: W.7.3b) 

iii. Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey 
sequence and signal shifts from one time frame or setting to another. 
(CCSS: W.7.3c) 

iv. Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory 
language to capture the action and convey experiences and events. 
(CCSS: W.7.3d) 

v. Provide a conclusion that follows from and reflects on the narrated 
experiences or events. (CCSS: W.7.3e) 

vi. Use stylistic techniques (for example: alliteration, onomatopoeia, rhyme 
scheme, repetition); figurative language (for example: simile, metaphor, 
personification); and graphic elements (for example: capital letters, line 
length, word position) to express personal or narrative voice. 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Engage in novel approaches, moves, directions, ideas, and/or perspectives. 

(Entrepreneurial Skills, Creativity/Innovation) 
2. Assess personal strengths and limitations, with a well-grounded sense of 

confidence, optimism, and a “growth mind-set.” (Personal Skills, Self-
Awareness) 

3. Establish goals for communication and plan out steps accordingly. 
(Civic/Interpersonal Skills, Communication (using information and 
communications technologies) 

Essential Questions: 
1. In what ways does an author use the setting to create a mood for the story? 
2. What inferences can a reader make about different character types? 
3. What visual clues does a writer give about a story by using only the words 

of a text? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Provide insight into characters’ motivations in narratives. 
2. Envision and develop scenes that convey an idea. 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
4. Plan, draft, edit, and revise as needed to ensure that writing is clear and coherent, that it conforms to standard conventions for grammar, 
usage, and mechanics, and that its style is appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar 

and usage when writing or speaking. (CCSS: L.7.1) 
i. Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their function 

in specific sentences. (CCSS: L.7.1a) 
ii. Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex 

sentences to signal differing relationships among ideas. (CCSS: L.7.1b) 
iii. Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting 

misplaced and dangling modifiers. (CCSS: L.7.1c) 
b. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. (CCSS: L.7.2) 
i. Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives (for example: It was a 

fascinating, enjoyable movie but not He wore an old[,] green shirt). 
(CCSS: L.7.2a) 

ii. Correctly spell frequently used words and consult reference materials 
(for example, dictionaries, both print and digital, spell check, and/or 
trusted peers and/or adults) to determine the spelling of less frequently 
used vocabulary. (adapted from CCSS: L.7.2.b). 

c. Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, 
reading, or listening. (CCSS: L.7.3) 
i. Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, 

recognizing and eliminating wordiness and redundancy. (CCSS: L.7.3a) 
d. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 

and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. (CCSS: W.7.4) 
e. With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 

strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 

trying a new approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience have 
been addressed. (CCSS.W.7.5) 

f. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and 
link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with others. 
(adapted from CCSS: W.7.6) 

g. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, 
and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a 
range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. (CCSS W.7.10) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Apply knowledge to set goals, make informed decisions and transfer to new 

contexts. (Personal Skills, Initiative/self-direction) 
2. Focus on learning goals by employing motivation and familiar strategies for 

engagement and evaluate progress, making necessary changes to stay the 
course. (Personal Skills, Perseverance/Resilience) 

3. Demonstrate task management attributes associated with producing high 
quality products including the abilities to: work positively and ethically, 
manage time and projects effectively, multi-task, and clearly communicate 
with others. (Professional Skills, Task/Time Management) 

Essential Questions: 
1. How do transition words create fluency in writing? 
2. How can vocabulary help or hinder a piece of writing? 
3. When does a writer know he/she has done enough editing? 
4. How does editing make someone a better writer? 
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Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Explain the rationales for conventional rules for grammar, punctuation, 

usage, spelling, and presentation. 
2. Explain how intentional violations of the conventional rules impact a 

reader’s perceptions. 

 



 

Seventh Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design 2020 Colorado Academic Standards 

Prepared Graduates: 
10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex 
questions. 

Grade Level Expectation: 
1. Pose research questions, synthesize answers from multiple credible sources, and present conclusions in an appropriate format. 

Evidence Outcomes 
Students Can: 
a. Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several 

sources and generating additional related, focused questions for further 
research and investigation. (CCSS: W.7.7) 

b. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using 
search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each source; 
and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding 
plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. (CCSS: W.7.8) 

c. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 
reflection, and research. (CCSS: W.7.9) 
i. Apply grade 7 Reading standards to literature (for example: “Compare 

and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a 
historical account of the same period as a means of understanding how 
authors of fiction use or alter history”). (CCSS: W.7.9a) 

ii. Apply grade 7 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (for example: 
“Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and 
sufficient to support the claims”). (CCSS: W.7.9b) 

Academic Context and Connections 
Colorado Essential Skills: 
1. Make connections between information gathered and personal experiences 

to apply and/or test solutions. (Entrepreneurial Skills, Critical 
Thinking/Problem Solving) 

2. Test hypotheses/prototype with planned process for getting feedback. 
(Entrepreneurial Skills, Inquiry/Analysis) 

3. Evaluate information through the use of technologies. (Professional Skills, 
Use Information and Communications Technologies) 

Essential Questions: 
1. How do writers summarize information in their own words? 
2. What makes content credible or non credible? 
3. How might different audiences understand a message differently? 
4. How do we cite our research? 

Essential Reasoning Skills: 
1. Change close-ended questions to open-ended questions for research. 
2. Identify unique search terms to locate targeted sources. 
3. Compare and contrast tone, style, logic, audience and purpose in potential 

resources. 
4. Synthesize information by classifying and sequencing. 
5. Determine effective format(s) for communicating findings. 
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	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	1. Children understand and obtain meaning from stories and information from books and other texts.


	Preschool, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	2. Phonological awareness is the building block for understanding language.


	Preschool, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	3. Print concepts and conventions anchor concepts of early decoding.


	Preschool, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	4. The names and sounds associated with letters makes up alphabetic knowledge.


	Preschool, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	1. Familiarity with writing implements, conventions, and emerging skills to communicate through written representations, symbols, and letters.


	Preschool, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Preschool Learning and Development Expectation:
	1. Begin research by asking a question to identify and define a problem and its possible solutions.


	Kindergarten, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Communicate using verbal and nonverbal language.


	Kindergarten, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Develop oral communication skills through a language-rich environment.


	Kindergarten, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Develop and apply the concepts of print and comprehension of literary texts.


	Kindergarten, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Develop and apply the concepts of print and comprehension of informational texts.


	Kindergarten, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Develop basic reading skills through the use of foundational skills.


	Kindergarten, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write opinions using labels, dictation, and drawing.


	Kindergarten, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts on a topic using labels, dictation, and drawing.


	Kindergarten, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write real or imagined narratives using labels, dictation, and drawing.


	Kindergarten, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use appropriate mechanics and conventions when creating simple texts.


	Kindergarten, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Explore the purposes for research and inquiry by accessing resources in collaborative settings.


	First Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Communicate using verbal and nonverbal language to express and receive information.


	First Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Use multiple strategies to develop and expand oral communication.


	First Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Apply foundational reading strategies to fluently read and comprehend literary texts.


	First Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Apply foundational reading strategies to fluently read and comprehend informational texts.


	First Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Refine foundational reading skills through understanding word structure, word relationships, and word families.


	First Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write an opinion supported by reasons.


	First Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts by naming a topic, providing related details, and giving the audience a sense of closure.


	First Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Recount real or imagined, sequenced events that include details and a sense of closure.


	First Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use appropriate grammar, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.


	First Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Participate in shared research and inquiry projects, writing, recalling, or gathering information to answer questions.


	Second Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Engage in dialogue and learn new information through active listening.


	Second Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Deliver presentations while maintaining focus on topic and be prepared to discuss.


	Second Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Apply specific skills to comprehend and fluently read literary texts.


	Second Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Apply specific skills to comprehend and fluently read informational texts.


	Second Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of complex spelling patterns (orthography) and word meanings (morphology) to decode words with accuracy.


	Second Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write pieces on a topic or book that state opinions and give supporting reasons.


	Second Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts organized around main ideas which are supported by relevant details, facts, and definitions.


	Second Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write real or imagined narratives that describe events in sequence and provide a sense of closure.


	Second Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use a process to revise and edit so that thoughts and ideas are communicated clearly with appropriate spelling, capitalization, grammar, and punctuation.


	Second Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Participate in shared research and inquiry, gathering information from a variety of resources to answer questions.


	Third Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Participate cooperatively in group activities.


	Third Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Communicate using appropriate language in informal and formal situations.


	Third Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Apply strategies to fluently read and comprehend various literary texts.


	Third Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Apply strategies to fluently read and comprehend various informational texts.


	Third Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of spelling patterns (orthography), word meanings (morphology), and word relationships to decode words and increase vocabulary.


	Third Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.


	Third Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts developed with facts, definitions, and details, ending with a related concluding statement.


	Third Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write real or imagined narratives that use descriptive details, have a clear sequence of events, and provide closure.


	Third Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use a recursive process to plan, draft, revise, and edit writing, applying knowledge of the conventions of grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.


	Third Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Gather, interpret, and communicate information discovered during short research projects.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Pose thoughtful questions after actively listening to others.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Create a plan to effectively present information both informally and formally.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Apply strategies to comprehend and interpret literary texts.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Apply strategies to comprehend and interpret informational texts.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of spelling patterns (orthography) and word meanings (morphology) to decode multisyllable words and determine the meaning of unknown words.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts supporting a point of view with reasons and information. (CCSS: W.4.1)


	Fourth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts using text structures appropriate for the purpose and developed through facts, definitions, concrete details, precise language, and domain-specific vocabulary.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging, real or imagined narratives using descriptive details and dialogue to convey a sequence of related events.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Understand why and how writers use the conventions of standard English grammar, usage, and mechanics to clarify their meaning.


	Fourth Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Use a variety of resources to build and communicate knowledge related to open-ended research questions.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Collaborate in discussions that serve various purposes and address various situations.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Present to express an opinion, persuade, or explain/provide information.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Apply strategies to interpret and analyze various types of literary texts.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Apply strategies to interpret and analyze various types of informational texts.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of word meanings (morphology) and word relationships to determine the meaning of unknown words in and out of context.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information, for a variety of purposes and audiences.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts that provide a clear focus and the use of text features to group related information on a well-developed topic, using precise language and domain-specific vocabulary.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging, real or imagined narratives using literary techniques, character development, sensory and descriptive details, and a variety of transition words to signal a clear sequence of events.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Apply understanding of the conventions of standard English grammar, usage, and mechanics to make meaning clear and to strengthen style.


	Fifth Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Research to locate, summarize, synthesize and document information from print and digital sources, and communicate findings appropriately.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Employ appropriate presentation and collaboration strategies to meet the needs of a given task and purpose.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Develop, organize, and present ideas and opinions effectively.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Analyze literary elements within different types of literature to make meaning.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Analyze organization and structure of informational text to make meaning.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of word relationships, word structures, and sentence structures to determine the meaning of new words in context.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write arguments that support claim(s) using clear reasons, relevant evidence, credible sources, and a formal style.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts characterized by appropriate organization, ample development, precise language and formal style.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging real or imagined narratives using techniques such as sensory language, dialogue, description and sequencing to convey experiences and events.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Plan, draft, edit, and revise as needed to craft clear and coherent writing that demonstrates a grasp of standard conventions for grammar, usage, and mechanics as well as a style appropriate for purpose and audience.


	Sixth Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Pose research question(s), gather, synthesize, and credit relevant and credible resources, and present findings.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Incorporate language, tools, and techniques appropriate for task and audience during formal presentations.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Prepare for formal presentations and use appropriate delivery techniques.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Analyze the connections between interrelated literary elements to understand literary texts.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Summarize and evaluate to show understanding of informational texts.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of word relationships, word structures, and sentence structures to determine the meaning of new words in increasingly complex texts.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write well-organized arguments using logical reasoning, relevant and credible evidence, acknowledgement of opposing claims, clear language, and formal style.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write well-developed informative/explanatory texts using logical organizational strategies, relevant supporting information, domain-specific vocabulary, and formal style.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging real or imagined narratives effectively using techniques such as relevant description, sensory language, dialogue, and logical pacing to capture the action and detail experiences and events.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Plan, draft, edit, and revise as needed to ensure that writing is clear and coherent, that it conforms to standard conventions for grammar, usage, and mechanics, and that its style is appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.


	Seventh Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Pose research questions, synthesize answers from multiple credible sources, and present conclusions in an appropriate format.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Engage in effective collaborative discussions and analyze information presented.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Design organized presentations incorporating key details and claims while tailored for purpose and audience.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Analyze and evaluate literary elements and an author’s choices to understand literary text.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Analyze and evaluate an author’s choices to understand informational text.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Apply knowledge of word structure, grammar, and context to determine the meaning of new words and phrases in increasingly complex texts.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write well-organized and cohesive arguments, distinguishing claim(s) from opposing claims and using language to clarify connections among claims, reasons, and evidence.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write well-developed and logically organized informative/explanatory texts, conveying relevant content through precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and formal style.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging real or imagined narratives effectively using techniques such as relevant and sufficient descriptive details, sensory language, logical pacing and dialogue to detail actions and to develop and reflect on experiences and events.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Produce clear and coherent final drafts that demonstrate a command of the conventions for grammar, usage, and mechanics as well as a style appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.


	Eighth Grade, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Pose important questions; identify, locate, and evaluate sources; extract and synthesize relevant information, and communicate findings appropriately.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Respond to others’ ideas, and evaluate perspective and rhetoric.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Organize and develop credible presentations tailored to purpose and audience.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Analyze traditional and contemporary literary texts with scrutiny and comparison of literary elements.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Understand the logical progression of ideas in increasingly complex texts.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Utilize context, parts of speech, grammar, and word choice to understand narrative, argumentative, and informational texts.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write well-developed, unbiased arguments that are supported by substantive, valid reasoning and evidence.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts using complex ideas and organizational structures and features that are useful to audience comprehension.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging real or imagined narratives using multiple plot lines.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use a recursive writing process to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing projects.


	Ninth / Tenth Grade Band, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Synthesize multiple, authoritative literary and/or informational sources, creating cohesive research projects that show an understanding of the subject.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	1. Collaborate effectively as group members or leaders who listen actively and respectfully; pose thoughtful questions, acknowledge the ideas of others; and contribute ideas to further the group’s attainment of an objective.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Follow collaborative guidelines to ensure a hearing of a full range of positions on a topic or issue, and evaluate responses.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 1. Oral Expression and Listening
	Prepared Graduates:
	2. Deliver effective oral presentations for varied audiences and varied purposes.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Integrate credible, accurate information into appropriate media and formats to meet an audience’s needs.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	3. Read a wide range of literary texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Interpret and evaluate complex literature using various critical reading strategies.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	4. Read a wide range of informational texts to build knowledge and to better understand the human experience.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Interpret and evaluate complex informational texts using various critical reading strategies.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 2. Reading for All Purposes
	Prepared Graduates:
	5. Understand how language functions in different contexts, command a variety of word-learning strategies to assist comprehension, and make effective choices for meaning or style when writing and speaking.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Understand how language influences the comprehension of narrative, argumentative, and informational texts.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	6. Craft arguments using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Write thoughtful, well-developed arguments that support knowledgeable and significant claims, anticipating and addressing the audience’s values and biases.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	7. Craft informational/explanatory texts using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	8. Craft narratives using techniques specific to the genre.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	3. Write engaging and significant real or imagined narratives that build toward a particular tone or outcome.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 3. Writing and Composition
	Prepared Graduates:
	9. Demonstrate mastery of their own writing process with clear, coherent, and error-free polished products.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	4. Use a recursive writing process to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing projects in response to ongoing feedback.


	Eleventh / Twelfth Grade Band, Standard 4. Research Inquiry and Design
	Prepared Graduates:
	10. Gather information from a variety of sources; analyze and evaluate its quality and relevance; and use it ethically to answer complex questions.

	Grade Level Expectation:
	1. Synthesize multiple, authoritative literary and/or informational sources to answer questions or solve problems, producing well-organized and developed research projects that defend information, conclusions, and solutions.





